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place. But grass-farming in England means rolling
and top-dressing: in Ireland it means leaving the
land in a state of nature.
Improvement of cultivation would take nothing
from the charm of a country which, at least to those
brought up in it, has no rival for pleasantness to live
in, and which for many generations has captivated
thousands of those who came to visit its shores. The
unkempt aspect of fields, the slatternly towns, are to
us who know it recognised as familiar: but none
yet have complained when good order took the place
of neglect. And, however man may work, prudently
or imprudently, much in it that most wins the heart
must remain unchangeable. Mountains rising from
the seaboard may be inconvenient for the provision
of water-power, but they afford a beauty that nothing
else can match, whether the salt waters \have the
paler tinge of St. George's Channel or the deep azure
that bathes the cliff bases from Slieve League southward
to Brandon. The bays and long estuaries of that
indented coast must always keep their loveliness or
their grandeur: the mountain-sides, brown or purple
with heather, olive-green with bog-grasses, must be
for ever places where, as one of our poets has written,
" only God exults in silence over fields no man may
reap/1 Nor will the beauty be sought and found
only in the wildernesses : rivers like the Boyne or the
Cork Blacfcwater, that flow with every exquisite charm
of salmon-breeding water, are faced on either bank
with houses and demesnes too delightful to go un~
tenanted •; and the Galway stone walls, the Tipperary
banks, and the long grassy stretches of Meath are
never likely to be forgotten by those who love Ireland's
special delight of the fox-hunt. Nor, whatever comes
or goes, is the abiding charm of the country's people,
gentle or simple, likely to lose its gaiety, its winning
welcome, and its hospitable heart. Nearly all the
discontent, the bickering, the disorder, and the crime
which have1 offset and, obscured Ireland's natural

